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PASTURE LAND 
CONSERVATION VALUES

Water 

Fire & Forest Health 

Native Ecosystems 

Forestry 

Recreation 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND CARBON NEUTRALITY 

DLNR PARTNERSHIPS WITH RANCHERS

CONTACT PERSON 
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2020 LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
SB2812/HB2577 would transfer pasture leases to DOA because DOA appears to have greater flexibility under 
Chapter 166E, HRS to amend, extend, and issue new leases by negotiation. However, those goals could be 
achieved instead through SB2914/HB2358 to give DLNR similar statutory flexibility for negotiating pasture leases.
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	Title: IMPORTANCE OF PASTURE LANDS TO DLNR’S MISSION
	Caption 1: Above and Right: The Kapapala Koa Canoe Forest was once DLNR-leased pasture. Many leased pastures still contain old-growth forests.  Below: In 2011, DLNR designated former ranch land as the Hilo Forest Reserve to provide hunting access and replant trees. 
	Summary: DLNR is responsible for stewarding a diverse variety of lands for the public trust. Pasture lands under DLNR management in Hawaiʻi – tens of thousands of acres -- are remnant native forest with grazing allowed.  They abut large natural areas such as forest reserves and national parks, are home to endangered plants and animals, buffer the spread of invasive species, and provide access for management, traditional gathering, and public recreation including hunting and trails.
	Expected Benefits: ■  Retain existing access to recreation areas, and create new hiking and hunting opportunities.■  Protect native forests that provide water security, erosion reduction, and endangered plant and animal habitat.■  Reforest lands to store carbon, and create income by selling credits.■  Prevent inappropriate wholesale conversion of watershed forests. ■  Keep options open for a variety of uses, rather than only agriculture.
	Project Description: Over the past 15 years DLNR has transferred to DOA, or offered to transfer, all agricultural lands pursuant to Act 90, SLH 2003 -- approximately 18,000 acres of crop lands.  Pasture lands are quite different, having never been fundamentally altered by plowing or clearcutting.  DLNR offers partnership programs for ranchers to protect endangered species, plant trees for habitat, carbon sequestration, and forest products, and reduce fuel loads to lower risk of wildfires.  It is critical that these lands remain with DLNR to protect their public trust natural and cultural values.Most of Hawaii’s lowlands have been converted to urban uses.  The mid levels were plowed to make large scale sugar and pineapple farms. Over half of Hawaii's forests have disappeared, and the mauka forest lands are what remain largely intact.  Ranch lands were originally intact mauka forests. Many are still unplowed, forested, and critical watershed and endangered species habitat. Many of the forests eligible for the conservation district were instead designated in the agriculture district, meaning they can be easily clear-cut, or converted wholesale to non-forest uses. Ensuring that these forested pastures are able to retain their remaining forests is essential for Hawaii's watersheds and water availability.  DLNR management and oversight of these lands is appropriate  and provides for collaborative forest and agricultural management that supports diversification, such as silvopasture systems or selling carbon credits. Much of these lands hold the best potential for large-scale reforestation to help reach Hawaii's goal to be carbon neutral by 2045.   
	Caption 4: Above: Ranch lands in Kona are being decimated by the Two-Lined Spittle Bug, which eats pasture grasses. As ranching conditions change, DLNR management keeps the options open for other uses like large-scale reforestation  (Right: East Maui tree plantings).  
	OPTIONAL TEXT: 
	Project Supporters: DLNR works cooperatively with ranchers on public and private lands.  A dozen large mauka ranchers have joined together in watershed partnerships to protect our forested watersheds from threats such as invasive species. For example: Haleakala Ranch, Hana Ranch, Kapualei Ranch, Parker Ranch, Kualoa Ranch, Ponoholo Ranch, Kahua Ranch, and Ulupalakua Ranch.  DLNR has many other ways to work with ranchers: ■  Cost-sharing land management tasks of mutual benefit, such as fence maintenance. 
	Optional Text: ■  The Forest Stewardship program provides matching funds for ranchers willing to commit to sustainable land management practices. There have been 65 agreements managing 36,778 acres.   ■  In some places, sheep and deer compete for pasture forage.  DLNR runs hunting programs to help reduce this problem. ■  DLNR is a HISC agency lead, supporting the first responders and research on problematic ranch species such as the Two-Lined Spittle Bug.
	House District: 
	Senate District: 
	Budget: The DLNR provides opportunities for ranchers interested in growing trees along with other agricultural products, or for conservation, carbon sequestration, or sustainable harvest of wood products. DLNR is the lead agency and expert on forestry and is creating cooperative programs for forest carbon sequestration credits.  Maintaining a close relationship with DLNR provides these diverse options, which may be key to ensuring future economic viability across these landscapes.  
	Contact Person: Suzanne CaseChairperson, DLNRSuzanne.Case@Hawaii.gov(808) 587-0401


